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Abstract: In the modern age of Internet, usage of social media is growing rapidly on internet, organizing the data, interpreting and supervising User generated content (UGC) has become one of the major concerns. Updating new topics on internet is not a big task but searching topics on the web from a vast volume of UGC is one of the major challenges in the society. In this paper we deal with web search result clustering for improving the search result returned by the search engines. However there are several algorithms that already exist such as Lingo, K-means etc. In this paper basically we work on descriptive-centric algorithm for web search result clustering called IFCWR algorithm. Maximum numbers of clusters are randomly selected by using Forgy’s strategy, and it iteratively merges clusters until most relevant results are obtained. Every merge operation executes Fuzzy C-means algorithm for web search result clustering. In Fuzzy C-means, clusters are merged based on cosine similarity and create a new solution (current solution) with this new configuration of centroids. In this paper we investigate the Fuzzy C-means algorithm, performing pre-processing of search query algorithm and try to giving the best solution.
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1. Introduction

In the present scenario, web search result or web document clustering has become a very interesting and the challenging task in computer researches involving web searches and information retrieving from web. Clustering Web document is an approach to increase amount of relevant documents presented for user to review, while reducing time spent reviewing them. Such systems are called Web clustering engines and some already existing systems are Carrot2, SnakeIT, Yippy (initially named Vivisimo then Clusty), iBoogie and KeySRC [1].

In this paper we study the methods related with clustering-pattern like similarity cascades. To organize the data into a meaningful and effective manner the technique is use is called TDT (Topic detection and tracking). The task of web topic detection is discovering of a tiny fraction of web pages firmly connected by a crucial event from a large amount of social media.

For generating effective result from clustering of web documents, the algorithm must fulfill the following basic needs [1,4]: Auto-generating number of clusters to be created, create relevant clusters for the user and assign appropriate clusters to each document; define labels -or names- for the clusters that are easy to understand; handle clusters overlapping (i.e. documents can belong to more than one clusters); handle the time to process (the algorithm must not just work with full text of web document but also with the snippets); and handle the noise that are most common in the document collection. Even though there are several algorithms that already exist and are implemented but still according to researches there is place for more efficient algorithms. Algorithms are classified into three types [2]: description-aware, description-centric and data-centric. They all build clusters of documents and most of them assign each group a label.

The paper consists of following sections. Section 2 describes some earlier related models and work. Section 3 describes about the IFCWR algorithm and its major inclusion steps. Section 4 describes the proposed system’s block diagram and its results.

2. Literature Survey and Related Work

2.1 Data-centric algorithm

Data-centric algorithm is basically used for partitioned, hierarchical, fuzzy data clustering. They search the best solution for a data clustering, but they have failed to find strong labeling view or in the explanation of obtained groups (clusters). In partitioned clustering, the mostly recognized algorithms are: k-means, k-medoids, and Expectation Maximization. In fuzzy clustering, a new method using FTCA (fuzzy transduction-based clustering algorithm) was presented in 2010 [5]. FTCA results are impressing but are
not measured over known datasets which is necessary to effectively check the algorithm’s results.

2.2 Description-aware algorithm

Description-aware algorithms emphasize to one specific feature of the clustering than to the rest. For example, giving priority to labeling of groups and achieve results that are easily understood by user. This however, decreases their quality in the process of cluster creation. Suffix Tree Clustering (STC) [4] is an example of this type of algorithm, which continuously creates labels easy to understand by users, based on common phrases appearing in the documents.

2.3 Description-centric algorithm

Description-centric algorithms [2, 6-11] are devised specifically for clustering of web document, searching a balance between the cluster quality and their description (labeling). For example Lingo [7] (realized by Carrot2 in 2001), which makes use of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to find the best homogeneity between terms, but groups the documents on the basis of most frequent phrases in the document collection.

2.4 Lingo algorithm

With massive growth of the internet it has become laborious to review the relevant document in response of the users query. Currently available search engine return the ranked list along with the snippets [12]. The Carrot2 is the recent project which has implemented Lingo to cluster web search results. They fetch the data from the Google servers and arrange all the links together for increasing the speed of the search. The idea behind the lingo is that first identify meaningful labels for clusters and then as per the labels identify the actual content of the groups. In Lingo, Vector space model (VSM) is used for representing the multidimensional vector. Every component of the vector represents a particular keyword or term connected with the given document. The value of every component depends on the degree of similarity between its related term and the respective document. Several methods for calculating the relationship- also referred as weight of term- have been proposed.

3. Methodology and algorithm description

Clustering of Google search results is achieved using IFCWWR algorithm which depends on the results by the search engine. However, to get the most relevant results we need to provide a well processed input string. To achieve that, we apply various algorithms on the input query. This is called preprocessing of search query. Following are the pre processing steps/algorithms used:

3.1 NLP- Natural Language processing

Natural language processing involves finding main targeted answers to a query. For example, the query ‘Which city has highest literacy rate?’, is handled by a standard search engine based on the keywords ‘city’, ‘highest’, ‘literacy’ and ‘rate’. A natural language search engine would rather try to understand the nature of the question and then search to get a subset of web containing the answer [13].

3.2 Lower Case Filtering

Lower case filtering allows us to ignore the case sensitive results to be treated as different words. E.g. ‘project’, ‘PRoject’ and ‘Project’ are treated as similar words.

3.3 Stop word removal

Stop word removal involves elimination of words like, ‘the’, ‘is’, ‘or’, ‘and’, ‘a’ etc. Some tools avoid this function to support searching of Phrase.

3.4 Porter’s Stemming algorithm

The Porter Stemming algorithm (or ‘Porter stemmer’) is a process for eliminating the commoner morphological and in flexional endings from words in English [14]. Here a words are reduced to stem words (refer Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Stem word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>abandon</td>
<td>Abandon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abandoned</td>
<td>Abandon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abate</td>
<td>Abat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abated</td>
<td>Abat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abatement</td>
<td>Abat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abatements</td>
<td>Abat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abates</td>
<td>abat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 Applying IFCWWR algorithm

(1). Initialize algorithm parameters. The algorithm is initialized with the parameters Maximum Time for Execution (MTE) or the Maximum Iterations (MI). These parameters control the execution of the iterative process in the algorithm. For web results clustering usually a MTE value is 2 seconds.

(2). In Document preprocessing a TDM view of document is used. In IR, TDM is globally used document representation structure. It is depending on the method called vector space model [1, 3, 4, 15]. In this model, the documents are arranged as bags of words, the collection of document is expressed by a matrix of D-terms by N-documents, each document is expressed by a vector of normalized term frequency (freq) by the inverse frequency of document for that term (represented by equation (1)), and the degree of likeliness between documents, or between a document and the cluster-center or between a document and the user’s search query is measured by the cosine similarity formula.

\[
    w_{ij} = \frac{freq_{ij}}{\max(freq_{ij})} \times \log \left( \frac{T}{t_j} \right)
\]

Where freq_{ij} is the calculated frequency of term j in document i, \( \max(freq_{ij}) \) is the max. identified frequency in the document i, T is the total number of web-documents in the collection, and t_j is the number of documents where term j is present.

(3). When the algorithm creates the Initial Solution, it selects an initial number of clusters based on the number of web-documents. This values is equivalent to \( \lceil \sqrt{T} \rceil \), where T
represents the number of web-documents, which cannot be less than eight (8) nor greater than T.

(4). Select the best possible solution: Find and select the best possible solution from the best solution’s list. The prime solution is the solution with the lowest fitness value (minimize Bayesian Information Criteria, see equation (2)). Return this solution as the best clustering solution.

\[ BIC = k \times \ln(n) + n \times \ln\left(\frac{E}{n}\right) \]  

\[ E = \sum_{j=1}^{k} \sum_{i=1}^{n} P_{i,j} \| x_i - c_j \|^2 \]  

Where \( E \) is the Sum of Squared Error, \( P_{i,j} \) is the degree of association of term \( x_i \) with cluster \( j \), \( x_i \) is the i-th term of m-dimensional measured data, \( c_j \) is the m-dimensional center of the cluster, and \( \| * \| \) be any norm expressing the similarity between any measured data and the center.

(5). Assigning labels to the clusters: Using a Frequent PHrases (FPH) approach for labeling every cluster. In IFCWR labeling of clustering is done by following various steps like Conversion of representation scheme (from character-based representation to word-based), Document concatenation, Complete phrase discovery (Right-complete phrases and left-complete phrases), Final selection is based on the Threshold Term Frequency, Creation of the "Others" label if documents do not succeed to meet the Threshold Term Frequency.

4. Proposed System

Clustering of search results is implemented here using technologies like Jsp, MySQL, AJAX etc. In this system the user interacts using a browser to perform query. A set of N documents is fetched by Google server after preprocessing of the search string. The system performs IFCWR algorithm until the best result is obtained. A well structured result set, that is, quality of cluster as well as description of each group is returned to the user.

This algorithm works by allocating associate-ship to every data point corresponding to every cluster center on the basis of the cluster center and the data point distance. The closer the data is to the cluster center more its membership towards that particular center. Clearly, addition of membership of every data point should be equal to one. After every iteration, cluster centers and the association of point with them are updated as per the Equation (3).
The algorithm is composed of the following steps:

Step 1. Allocate initial values to $U=[u_{ij}]$ matrix, $U^{(0)}$

Step 2. At $k$-iteration: determine the center vector $C^{(k)}=[c_j]$ with respect to $U^{(k)}$

$$c_j = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} u_{ij}^{(k)} x_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} u_{ij}^{(k)}}$$

(4)

Step 3. Update vectors $U^{(k)}$ and $U^{(k+1)}$ using,

$$u_{ij} = \frac{1}{\sum_{k=1}^{C} \left( \frac{\|x_i - c_j\|}{\|x_i - c_k\|} \right)^{\frac{2}{m-1}}}$$

(5)

Step 4. If $\|U^{(k+1)} - U^{(k)}\| < \varepsilon$ then terminate the loop; otherwise go to step 2.

5. Conclusion

IFCWR algorithm has been successfully designed and implemented. It is a description centric algorithm based on Fuzzy C-means to cluster the web search results and generate $N$ number of clusters, where $N$ is automatically defined. In comparison with Lingo and STC, the number of clusters calculated is much better in IFCWR. IFCWR finds on average less number of sub-topics as compared to STC and Lingo on both AMBIENT and MORESQUE dataset [16].
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